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Your babyâ€™s skin is soft and tender so a proper care of is needed to protect it from developing any
kind of skin problem, and this involves taking care of baby clothes, even of new clothes that you buy
from babywear wholesale Leeds because new cloth can also create skin problem for a newborn.

It is, for that reason, always advisable to wash new babywear before putting it on your newborn.
Generally, new baby clothes do not create any serious skin problem, but it may cause some minor
allergy or skin irritation. This could be a problem for your baby. So it is always better to wash the
baby cloth before putting it on a newborn. This also ensures that your baby will not get exposed to
dirt and dust, which sometimes accumulate on a new baby cloths shipped to babywear wholesale
Leeds by the producers.

What kind of detergent should you use

There are some extra-gentle detergent brands available in the market, which claim to go gentle on
baby clothes. But there is no need to buy such detergents unless your babyâ€™s skin shows allergic
reaction to the use of normal detergent. Using normal detergent to wash babywear is good enough.
It is rare that such detergent will cause problem for a baby.

Stain removal

Keeping babywear look new is a challenge every mom worries about. Stains of baby food or caused
by diaper overflow and accidents constantly keep mothers worried. Such stains could be difficult to
remove, but if proper measure is taken removing stain could be a little easier.

Before you start removing stains off your babyâ€™s cloths, you should pre-treat the stain using laundry
additive or use spray-on stain treatment on the babywear. If the stain is stubborn and you are
finding it difficult to remove using this technique then you can make a mixture of Oxi-clean and
spray stain remover to remove stubborn stain from baby clothes you bought from babywear
wholesale Leeds.

Many mothers in various forums have indicated the successful use of aforementioned solution. They
also suggested that they had used warm water to soak in the solution and baby clothes for effective
treatment. You can even wash baby clothes with bleach if the clothes are of white color.

Have enough clothes for your newborn

Unlike grownups, babies change outfit more than once, in fact they put on several outfit every day
because an article of babywear gets stained quite easily. It is, therefore, recommended to have
enough clothes for your newborn which can last for 2-3 days even after 5-6 changes per day.
Alternatively, you can have fewer clothes and clean them multiple times a week to keep the supply
of dry and clean clothes proper.

Cleaning multiple times a week could be a lot time consuming, but then buying so many clothes will
require a good sum of money. So the decision depends on what you have to spare â€“ time or money.

If you are working and time is in short supply for you then you should get multiple clothes for your
newborn so that you do not have to do the laundry multiple times a week. To get multiple baby
clothes, you can contact babywear wholesale Leeds. You will save some money on the purchase.
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Clive Niman - About Author:
Clive Niman writing about a Babywear Wholesale Leeds and says that Baby clothes never fail to
attract attention. He says if you are short on time, which we all are, then you can go online to find
babywear wholesale Leeds resellers.
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